
East Campus HouseComm 

4/2/14 
 

All halls are here. 

 

Housing Informational 
Pheobe: Housing (Nilam) says that the Wax03 Hx08 are going to continue being designated double 

stacks, so we need to keep having two people in each room year round. Also Housing really would like A-

circle rooms to be doubles first, and they might be sad if B rooms were doubles. Also, Housing would like 

a crowding policy from us, like a list of rooms listed from most ok to be doubled to least ok to be 

doubled. We’ll get back to you if Housing asks for a deadline for this. 

 

i3 Video 
The i3 video is great. Whooo! 

 

Idiot of the Week 
JoeG might be reinstantiating the Idiot of the Week award. Don’t clog your drains! Don’t fuck up! 

 

Regarding Intruders 
Along the lines of not being idiots, please call the CPs if there are intruders in the building. ec-discuss 

doesn’t care (though they do care about police being on their way). 

 

Security Notice 
Sonya, Jes, and the housemasters had a meeting with security contractors. Henry Humphreys said that 

we could get away with having the minimum security (a camera on one of the doors, upgrading to 

RFIDs), but the contractors suggested installing 2 cameras on every entrance door to the building, 

including the roof, which is a lot more. That said, we’re not getting the Allied Barton security person at 

desk or a person watching footage; the camera footage is only seen by the sysadmin debugging the 

camera and is otherwise stored for 14 days and deleted, only accessible by the police. On the other 

hand, they were telling this to Jes et al as they were showing off live security footage from Next, so who 

knows. We’ll have a town hall meeting to hear about this plan more. 

Tom: Henrey Humphreys is cool with keeping our security simple until the big renovation of EC. 

 



CPW 
Billy: We’ll find out about prefrosh hosting this week. 

Sonya: It would be great if you submitted your own RFPs. I can yell you how if you email me! The bigger 

your reimbursement, the longer it takes to process, but we can pay if you don’t want to front the cash 

yourself. 

Billy: We can capture clueless prefrosh from the student center on Thursday afternoon and bring them 

back to EC.  


